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Need another word that means the same as “mechanic”? Find 12 synonyms and 30 related
words for “mechanic” in this overview.
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The synonyms of “Mechanic” are: machinist, shop mechanic, auto-mechanic,
automobile mechanic, car-mechanic, grease monkey, technician, engineer,
artificer, repairman, serviceman, greaser

Mechanic as a Noun

Definitions of "Mechanic" as a noun

According to the Oxford Dictionary of English, “mechanic” as a noun can have the following
definitions:

A craftsman skilled in operating machine tools.
A skilled worker who repairs and maintains vehicle engines and other machinery.
Someone whose occupation is repairing and maintaining automobiles.
A manual labourer or artisan.

https://www.oxfordreference.com/view/10.1093/acref/9780199571123.001.0001/acref-9780199571123
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Synonyms of "Mechanic" as a noun (12 Words)

artificer A skilled craftsman or inventor.

auto-mechanic Someone whose occupation is repairing and maintaining
automobiles.

automobile mechanic A motor vehicle with four wheels; usually propelled by an internal
combustion engine.

car-mechanic Someone whose occupation is repairing and maintaining
automobiles.

engineer
A person qualified in a branch of engineering especially as a
professional.
The prime engineer of the approach.

grease monkey The state of being covered with unclean things.

greaser A smooth or gentle aircraft landing.
It is best to try and avoid greasers and attempt a firm landing.

machinist A person who makes machinery.

https://grammartop.com/engineer-synonyms
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repairman A person who repairs vehicles, machinery, or appliances.
A TV repairman.

serviceman A man serving in the armed forces.
shop mechanic A mercantile establishment for the retail sale of goods or services.

technician An expert in the practical application of a science.
A laboratory technician.

Usage Examples of "Mechanic" as a noun

A car mechanic.
The Mechanics' Institute.
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Associations of "Mechanic" (30 Words)

assemble Fit together the separate component parts of (a machine or other object.
A crowd had assembled outside the gates.

assembler A program to convert assembly language into machine language.

automaton
Used in comparisons to refer to a person who seems to act in a mechanical or
unemotional way.
Sophisticated automatons continue to run factory assembly lines.

bricklayer A person whose job is to build walls, houses, and other structures with bricks.

builder A person who creates a business or who organizes and develops a country.
A boatbuilder.

carpenter Work as a carpenter.
The rails were carpentered very skilfully.

controller Someone who maintains and audits business accounts.
A temperature controller.

https://grammartop.com/assemble-synonyms
https://grammartop.com/builder-synonyms
https://grammartop.com/carpenter-synonyms
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crane Move a heavy object with a crane.
A very long tracking shot done with dolly and crane.

electrical Of a company or shop manufacturing or selling electrical appliances.
Electrical appliances.

electrician A person who installs or repairs electrical or telephone lines.

embedded
(of an object) fixed firmly and deeply in a surrounding mass; implanted.
Embedded journalists were scrutinized for their ability to report with
independence.

engineer Design as an engineer.
It is now possible to engineer tobacco plants that are resistant to the virus.

equipment The process of supplying someone or something with necessary equipment.
The construction and equipment of new harbour facilities.

fix Make fixed stable or stationary.
Cowley fixed him with a cold stare.

glazier Someone who cuts flat glass to size.

infix Implant or insert firmly in something.
It is a habit of thought deeply infixed in modern readers.

linesman
(in games played on a field or court) an official who assists the referee or
umpire from the touchline, especially in deciding whether the ball is out of
play.

machine A person who acts with the mechanical efficiency of a machine.
He was endorsed by the Democratic machine.

machinist A craftsman skilled in operating machine tools.

mason A Freemason.
The other building was masoned up out of hewn limestone.

operator A speculator who trades aggressively on stock or commodity markets.
A tour operator.

plumber A person who fits and repairs the pipes, fittings, and other apparatus of water
supply, sanitation, or heating systems.

repairman A skilled worker whose job is to repair things.
A TV repairman.

robotic
Resembling or characteristic of a robot, especially in being stiff or
unemotional.
The lander has a robotic arm that will dig into the Martian surface to collect
samples for analysis.

skilled (of work) requiring special abilities or training.
Only the most skilled gymnasts make an Olympic team.

https://grammartop.com/engineer-synonyms
https://grammartop.com/robotic-synonyms
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technician A person skilled in the technique of an art or craft.
Liszt was one of the greatest piano technicians of all time.

technique
A way of carrying out a particular task, especially the execution or
performance of an artistic work or a scientific procedure.
He has excellent technique.

welder Joins pieces of metal by welding them together.
He worked as a welder in a steel factory.

wire A length or quantity of wire used to carry an electric current for fencing etc.
A coil of copper wire.

wiring The installation of electric wiring.
Civilizations have put nothing into the basic wiring of the human animal.


